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longing of the crisis, and now accepted the puntarella. Once
again the socialists had come too late. A week earlier, and
their decision might have led to a ministry of the left, but
they had stopped at giving only their support ; now that
they were ready for participation, the Popolari deserted them
and turned to the right. Next day (July 29) Turati, sum-
moned to the Quirinal by the king, was all in favour of
forming a c centre 5 government, excluding the right wing
and the socialists, although the latter promised their
support.
Turati received the impression that the king c either does
not know what he wants or is not saying anything \ and he
made a point of describing the completely abnormal state
of the country. The king only broke silence to hint that
c a constitutional king cannot do very much. . . .' The
communist press was exultant and made clear what its
attitude would be if the socialists joined the government :
6 Turati has gone to see the king/ it announced ; ' the
socialist movement is breaking up. This means one dead
weight less to drag along in future.3
Events in the country encouraged and then annihilated
the intentions and hopes aroused in parliamentary circles
by the open crisis that followed the fascist .occupation of
Cremona. Fascist expeditions and outrages in Novara,
Magenta, Macerata, Ancona, were followed by general
strikes in Piedmont, Lombardy, and the Marches. The
local organizations called on the Labour Alliance to
announce a general strike of protest throughout Italy. The
Alliance hesitated, allowed the local strikes to fizzle out, and
promised to launch an attack at the first opportunity.
Events in Ravenna provided this opportunity. Italo Balbo,
who had already organized an expedition to this town in
September igsi,1 set out again, this time with the intention
of c exterminating 3 the enemy. During the 26th and 2yth
a general strike was begun by one side, and mobilization by
the other, Balbo arrived with his squads, forced the gates
of the town and began his work of destruction. A few
extracts from his Diary show the methods igised and the
objects gained.
1 Pp. I2I-I22,

